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High work ethics, experience, and skill to work for the company in which employed, 
while gaining more experience and increasing own education and abilities. 

EXPERIENCE

Jr. Grinder
ABC Corporation - JUNE 1999 – AUGUST 2000

 Grinding end of tools to make wrenches, Skills Used learning the 
interest of own skills.

 Open-end and closed-end grinding open on grinding belt to smooth 
and shape end.

 Setting up a stamp machine to stamp date and calibrate the length of
tools.

 Learn and train at the same time, being aware of the danger one can 
have if not using safety at all times.

 Burger, sausage, and bacon for all retail and wholesale customers.
 Patties for restaurants such as Chair 5, Lucky Wishbone and Arctic 

Roadrunner.
 Ground castings and also did Quality Inspections on each load done.

Grinder 
ABC Corporation - 1996 – 1999

 I worked on the automatic grinder.
 Sending and taking breaks off of the line.
 Ive also worked on the time saver grinder where I would send then 

through the grinder for the brakes to be cleaned.
 Ive worked on the rotor line, cleaning and marking the rotor numbers.
 Ive also did molding where I was only placing tabs on the back of the 

brakes and wait for others to load and unload the ovens.
 I learned a lot about putting in the paper work on the cpmputer.
 My people skills became better because I was constantly with a 

partner..

EDUCATION

 deploma - (Atoka high school)
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SKILLS

Operatiing A Multi-vac Maching, Setting The Maching.
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